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Mitchell International

SAN DIEGO, CA—Mitchell, a leading provider of technology, connectivity and information solutions to the
Property & Casualty (P&C) claims and Collision Repair industries, today announced U.S. commercial
availability of Mitchell Intelligent Estimating, an advanced, artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled claims
automation solution, first announced at Mitchell's mPower Conference in October 2019.

The Mitchell Intelligent Estimating solution is available for early adopters in the U.S. who are ready to integrate
AI into their collision repair claims workflow. Built for carriers' increasing automation and virtualization needs,
Mitchell's solution is the first claims automation solution in the industry to be created with a flexible, end-to-end
framework that leverages artificial intelligence, a cloud-based estimating system, and patent-pending intellectual
property and data—which turns photos of damaged vehicles into component-level estimate lines.

“As carriers work through technology challenges, and now increased requirements for virtual claims practices,
the process advantages of the Mitchell Intelligent Estimating solution are expected to help pave the way for more
productive workflows in the future,” said Olivier Baudoux, Head of Product & Artificial Intelligence for
Mitchell.

The open framework and flexibility to integrate AI in ways that meet carriers' workflow needs is a testament to
Mitchell's leadership in proprietary estimate-building technology, as well as its commitment to partnering well.
These announcements come as Mitchell celebrates 75 years since it first began authoring data to inform and
innovate the auto-physical damage marketplace.

“Mitchell is the first-to-market with an end-to-end workflow driven by artificial intelligence, underscoring our
leadership in claims automation,” said Baudoux. “We mark 75 years building a legacy of pioneering in
proprietary collision repair data by enabling the entire industry with claims automation technology. The Mitchell
team is proud to deliver on our core vision to create an open, cloud-based ecosystem designed to improve
collision repair.”
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For more information about how the solution integrations with carrier estimating workflows, visit the Mitchell
Intelligent Solutions site.

For collision repair and property casualty industry updates and perspectives, follow Mitchell on Twitter
@MitchellClaims and @MitchellRepair.

About Mitchell International

Headquartered in San Diego, California, Mitchell International, Inc. delivers smart technology solutions that
simplify and accelerate claims handling and repair processes, driving more accurate, consistent and cost-
effective resolutions. Mitchell integrates deep industry expertise into its workflow solutions, providing
unparalleled access to data, advanced analytics and decision support tools. Mitchell's comprehensive solution
portfolio and robust SaaS infrastructure connects its customers in ways that enable tens of millions of electronic
transactions to be processed each month for more than 300 insurance companies, over 30,000 collision repair
facilities and countless other Property & Casualty industry supply partners across the Americas and Europe. For
more information, please visit mitchell.com.
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